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INTRODUCTION

Credit cards use a system of  blocked numbers similar to the ISBN. One obvious difference is that 
the maximum length for the number is 19 digits, although many numbers range from 13-16 
digits. The first digit of  a credit card number is the Major Industry Identifier (MII) and identifies 
which group issued the card. 

	 MII digit 
	 0 	 	 ISO/TC 68 and other industries
	 1 	 	 airlines
	 2 	 	 airlines and other industry assignments
	 3 	 	 travel and entertainment
	 4,5 	 	 banking and financial
	 6 	 	 merchandising and banking
	 7 	 	 petroleum
	 8 	 	 telecommunications
	 9 	 	 national assignment

The next block of  numbers is the issue identifier. Including the MII, the Issue Identifier is 6 digits  
long. The account number begins with the 7th digit and ends with the next-to-last digit. The final 
digit is the check digit. 

The process used to calculate the check digit is the Luhn algorithm1  (mod 10 algorithm), named 
after IBM scientist Hans Peter Luhn. The algorithm is in the public domain and is used to 
validate Canadian social insurance numbers. The following merchants or organizations use 
LUHN-10 in their client numbers:

• Air Canada Aeroplan Membership Numbers (9 digits)
• CAA Membership Numbers (16 digits)
• Canadian SIN - Social Insurance Numbers (9 digits)
• Canadian GST Registration Numbers (9 digits) - Found on receipts as 'R123456789'

 It is designed to protect against accidental errors, such as single transpositions of  adjacent digits 
although it won’t detect transposition of  two-digit sequences. This algorithm works as follows:

• Double all even-positioned digits when counting from right to left.

1 U.S. Patent 2,950,048, Computer for Verifying Numbers, Hans P. Luhn, August 23, 1960.



• Determine the sum of  the undoubled digits from the products (Step 1) and each of  the 
unaffected (odd-positioned) digits in the original number.

• Verify the account number by determining if  the sum from step 2 is a multiple of  10.

For example consider the task of  validating the check digit for 5314772685932112. The sum 
produced by the algorithm is 65:

5 3 1 4 7 7 2 6 8 5 9 3 2 1 1 2

10 2 14 4 16 18 4 2

1+0 3 2 4 1+4 7 4 6 1+6 5 1+8 3 4 1 2 2 65

TOTAL

To be a valid account number, this sum must be evenly divisible by 10. If  the check digit were 7, 
the result would be congruent to (0 mod 10); but because the check digit is 2, the sum is not 
divisible by 10. Therefore, this account number is not valid.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Here’s the core skeleton of  the program:

! with ada.text_io; use ada.text_io;
! with ada.integer_text_io; use ada.integer_text_io;
! with ada.float_text_io; use ada.float_text_io;
! with ada.numerics.elementary_functions;
! use ada.numerics.elementary_functions;

! procedure luhn is

! begin

! end luhn;

Nothing really different from the previous Ada pracniques.

This program uses both a function and a procedure. The procedure read_Luhn() reads a 16-
digit card number as an integer and returns an integer array containing the individual digits. The 
function run_Luhn() applies Luhn’s algorithm to the 16-digit number.



THE TYPE

The first procedure only returns an integer array with 16 values in it. In Ada, an array type can 
be created in the following manner:

    type codeint is array (1..16) of integer;

The type codeint can then be used to specify types in the function and procedure. 

THE PROCEDURE

The basic skeleton of  the procedure looks like this:

    procedure read_Luhn(c : out codeint) is

    begin

    end read_Luhn;

The procedure has one parameter, c, which is of  type codeint, and is an out parameter, 
meaning that its value only goes out of  the procedure.

If  there is going to be variables local to the procedure, they go in the space between the 
procedure header and the begin (the same goes for functions). Only one variable is needed in 
this case, a string to hold the value input by the user. Ada provides a data structure in the form of 
a string. When added the procedure now looks like this:

    procedure read_Luhn(c : out codeint) is
        code : string(1..16);
    begin

    end read_Luhn;

The variable code is now local to procedure read_Luhn, and is a string with 16 elements, with 
indices from 1 to 16. For the operational portion of  the procedure, the user is first prompted with 
a message to enter a 16-digit number using the function put_line(), and get() is used to 
read in and store the value in the string code.

    put_line("Enter the 16-digit card number (no spaces or -): ");
    get(code);

Notice that no specifications are needed for the use of  get() - it overloads with the I/O 
packages specified. Next, the elements of  the character array are converted into individual 
integers. The code for this looks like this:



    for i in 1..code'length loop 
        c(i) := character'pos(code(i)) - character'pos('0');
    end loop; 

The for loop processes each element of  the string, whose length is provided by the field 
code’length. The function character'pos() returns the ASCII value of  the character 
given. The loop essentially passes through each element of  the string, and subtracts the ASCII 
value of  ‘0’ (48) from it, giving a value between 0 and 9. Note that the variable i does not have to 
be explicitly declared, as it is used as a loop index. The whole procedure looks like this:

    procedure read_Luhn(c : out codeint) is
        code : string(1..16);
    begin
        put_line("Enter the 16-digit card number (no spaces or -): ");
        get(code);
        -- Process each string element by "subtracting 48"
        for i in 1..code'length loop 
            c(i) := character'pos(code(i)) - character'pos('0');
        end loop; 
    end read_Luhn;

THE FUNCTION

The basic skeleton of  the function looks like this:

    function run_Luhn(c : in codeint) return integer is

    begin

    end run_Luhn;

It has one parameter, c, whose value comes into the function, as denoted by the clause in. The 
value returned by the function is an integer. In this function, three variables are needed: (1) a 
variable to hold the value of  the cumulative sum, (2) an index variable for the loop, and (3) a 
temporary copy of  the input array c. In the function they look like this:

    function run_Luhn(c : in codeint) return integer is
        i : integer;
        sum : integer;
        tmp : codeint;
    begin
        
    end run_Luhn;

Next they can be initialized. 



    temp := c;
    sum := 0;
    i := 1;

The first piece of  functional code doubles every odd-indexed digit. This is achieved in the 
following manner:

    while i < c'length loop
        tmp(i) := tmp(i) * 2; 
        i := i + 2;
    end loop; 

The next loop deals with the actual summing of  the 16-digit number. This is achieved by 
determining the sum of  the undoubled digits from the products, and each of  the unaffected 
(odd-positioned) digits in the original number.

    for j in 1..c'length loop
        if tmp(j) > 9 then
            sum := sum + (tmp(j) rem 10) + 1; 
        else
            sum := sum + tmp(j);
        end if;
    end loop;
   
Notice again that the variable j, used in the loop does not need to be declared. The loop 
processes each element in the integer array c. If  the value of  the element is greater than 9, the 
two digits of  the number are added together, then added to sum. If  the value of  the element is 9 
or less, it is just added to sum. Finally the remainder when sum is divided by 10 is calculated. A 
non-zero value indicates an invalid number.  This value is returned to the main program. Here is 
what the function looks like:

    function run_Luhn(c : in codeint) return integer is
        i : integer; 
        sum : integer;
        tmp : codeint;
    begin
        tmp := c;
        sum := 0;
        i := 1;

        while i < c'length loop
            tmp(i) := tmp(i) * 2; 
            i := i + 2;
        end loop; 
       
        for j in 1..c'length loop
            if tmp(j) > 9 then
                sum := sum + (tmp(j) rem 10) + 1; 



            else
                sum := sum + tmp(j);
            end if;
        end loop;
      
        -- Return the remainder when divided by 10.
        return sum rem 10;

    end run_Luhn;

THE MAIN PROGRAM

The main program really just calls the program, followed by the function, and outputs the result.

begin

    read_Luhn(c1);
    check := run_Luhn(c1);
    if check = 0 then
        put_line("The number entered is valid");
    else
        put_line("The number entered is not valid");
    end if; 

end luhn;

TESTING

The program can be tested with the following data:

MC  5105-1051-0510-5100 Valid
MC  5111-1111-1111-1118 Valid
MC 5555-5555-5555-4444 Valid
VISA 4012-8888-8888-1881 Valid
VISA 4408-0412-3456-7890 Invalid
VISA 4417-1234-5678-9112 Invalid

Here is an example of the output:

Enter the 16-digit card number (no spaces or -):
5105105105105100
The number entered is valid

Enter the 16-digit card number (no spaces or -):
4417123456789112
The number entered is not valid


